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LOCAL NOTES
Queen Elizabeth 11 Definitive Varieties
(Contributed by R. A. Dexter,) The new centre plate 2B used for all
the values 9d, 1/., 1/6d and 1/9d developed a flaw on R6/IO in the shading of
the Queen's dress aboye the left arm. This flaw has been seen on the 1/. and 1/9d
values so far. The flaw was later removed and the spot retouched, but the re·
touching is visible to the naked eye._ Tile retouch has beel) se"'l1 on 1/., 1/6d and
rf!lu bultllei'e are twodifferent states of the retouch. On the I/Dd the flaw has
been completely removed and three small lines of shading have been retouched,
but on the 1/. and 1/6d values while the retouching is the same, the flaw has
either only been partly removed or is starting to develop again. Owing to the
similarity of the retouch the latter explanation seems more likely. The (ld value
has not been found with either flaw or retouch.
During the original printing of thc I/- from plates lA lA a flaw developed on
thc frame plate lA on R7/2 in the S.E. corner, which was later retouched. In
the new printing of the 1/- from plates lA 2A this stamp, Row 7 ~o. 7,. shows
evidence of further J'etouching in the same area. In the new stamp thll inner
stars of the four stars of the Southern Cross are very weak, appearing white
to the unaided eye, and some of the four vertical lines of the outer frame design
have been strengthened. Several horizontal lines of shading just above the stars
have been retouched and now resemble the original design. No reason has been
found for this further retouching.
. It would appear that two changes have been made to the perforation head
used by De La Rue for all middle values. The first sheets of the 1/. from Plates
IB 2B were perforated with the original head and later the engine turned
design was added to the centre of' the frame plate. After this, one piu at the
end of each short row of the perforating head was removed and several pins,
at least seven, were added to the long row of pins falling on the right.hand side
of the IB 2B sheets. The head in this state was used to perforate most, if not
all, of the 9d sheets. Then the pins that hod been removed from the short rows
were replaced and the rest of the 1/., I/Bd and 1/9d sheets perforated.
It is also noticed that sevel'al prominent frame flaws are developing on the 1/.
TB sheets about Row 1 Nos. (; and-i. It witt be of interest to see if anything
happens to these.
Queen Elizabeth 4d Official Printed on Gummed Side. This important new vari.
ety has been brought to our attention-we understand there was a quantity of
somewhere between half a sheet and a sheet discovered in Christchurch and
one source mentioned the possibility that a few copies may even have been
used on letters. In view of the fact that the stamps, being printed on the
gummed side, are entirely without gum on the back, this appears to us an over
zealous effort to get rid of a good variety! The watermark on the stamps is
inverted and reversed. After examination we are not entirely sure that the
term "printed on the gummed side" is apt as there seems a possibility that the
gum was applied over the design. However, either way, this is the best discov.
ery to have been made in our stumps over the last few years-it is just over five
years since we had the pleasure of handling the 1/3d Geo. VI "make.ready"
sheet.
1957 Health. Although nothjng of real interest has been noticed on the 3d plus
Id value, there are, in addition to the Row 6 flaw mentioned in the last News.
letter (incidentallly this Row (j flaw has been found to be present on quite a
large number of sheets) two constant flaws on Row I No. 4 and Row 3 No. 3.
'rhesc are. respectiyely, an area of colour on the beltman's left foot resembling a
"bunion" and a weakness of design on the same foot on Row 3 No. 3. Some
miniature sheets of the same value, with hoth sideways and upright watermark

show a reproduction of two of the horizontal lines of the design over the top
two stamps but the cause of this is unknown.

NEW ZEALAND COLLECTION
If you are a comparative newcomer to stamps or want to make a worthwhile
philatelic gift THIS IS YOUR GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY. We have for sale a
comprehensive collection of New Zealand from 187I.l!J36 featuring both mint
and used. The beauty of the matter is that while all interim issues are repre.
sented, the representation of each is not large enough to force the total value
up to extravagant heights. Probably the largest section is the popular 1898.1907
Pictorials (the Full Face Queens number seven) but all the others are there;
First Sideface, Second Sideface, Universals, Edwards, Geo. V Recess and Surface
prints and so on. Then there are Plate Proofs, Life Insurance, Postage Due and
some Commemoratives, Airs and Healths not overlooking a page of Arms Type
in which we notice a fine used copy of a stamp causing a lot of excitement
these days, the 3/6d overprint with "sans serif" lettering. Altogether a very
solid foundation on which to build.
For a quick sale, the collection, conservatively valued at £90 and cataloguing
considerably over £100
..,
£70
This collection will be sent on approval to known clients who undertake to pay
5/- postages if returned. Should you be interested in any particular section it
would be as well to let us know.
FIRST DESIGN POSTAGE DUE. A complete set of fourteen featuring both
sizes of "N. Z." and "D." All mint except for the IOd (even scarcer in used) and
2d with small NZ and D. The set, catalogued £4/7/6.
£4/0/0
GEORGE V OFFICIALS.
The set of six perf. 14 x 13, in mint and fine used
3d, 4d 6d, 8d (the scarce one of the set) 9d and 1/.. The colourful set, pdced
at £ 2 / 3 / 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . £2/0/0
b A set of six mint and used per£. 14 x 14;2 plus the 3d on Pietorin I
pap,er and also the scarce salmon shade of the 1/.. The set of 3d, 4d, I'd,
1/. and 3d Pictorial rapcr, 1/_ salmon, priced at £l/O/ll .
18/6

VARIETIES
428 If you are specialising READ THIS!
a The ~d 1920 Victory in scarce "pale yellow-green" shade mint 12/6d
b Id carmine as above, inverted v. atermark mint
10/c ?d Ge£). V Official, per£. 14 x 13;2 or 14 x 14;2, inv. wmk. used 2/6d
d 2d Official 1940 Centennial with "joined FF" used
7/6d
e 4d purple Geo. V with R4/1O "clubfoot" re-entry, perf.
14 x 13:\ used
15/.
f 2d Cowan Gco. V Offidn 1 "without stop" used
Il/g :Id green Mt. Cook \Vaterlow per£. ll, double lined watermark
inv. and reversed
...
15/h Id Dominion De La Rue "globe flaw" used I/6d, mint....
3/i As above but Official "feather flaw" used 1/_, mint
2/6d
i 1902 2d Pembroke Peak, mixed perfs. II and 14 mint
20/k Waterlow per£. 14 Universal outstanding variety "no sea
7/6d
under globe" used
.
12/6d
Geo. V Recess Hd "colour proof"
m Edward VII id black "plate proof" on thickish card, single
5/-, pair
I2/6d
n As above on thinner toned paper of different shade, single
12/6
5/., pair
..
o id Geo. V black proof pair from Booklet plate (scarce) ...... 30/12/6d
p 2d Surface print Geo. V proof pair
.
12/6d
q As above, 3d value pair
.

COVERS
428 a Ross Sea covers cancelled at "Scot Base" on the first day and with
full set of four stamps. Each
1O/6d
b 1957 Health Miniature sheets postmarked first day, one sheet per cover
and cancelled with the attractive illustrated canceller at "Pakuranga Health
Camp." Remember these sheets are the original sideways watermark and
had a short life. The set of two covers
1O/6d
c Covers cancelled on the opening day of postal facilities in "The Farmers
Trading Co." store-the first permanent P.O. attached to a trading store.
Each
2/6d
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